
Elizabeth

"I wish I made more time to read and
plan out my meals - you know,

grownup stuff. I always idealistically
shop for groceries on weekends and

then end up spending so much
money on food impulsively. It would

probably help if I made a budget
spreadsheet or something, but that
just feels like more schoolwork ."

Age: 23
Work: Full-Time Student
Relationship Status: Single
Looking for: Primarily
Monogamous
Location: Austin, Texas
Sexual Orientation: Heterosexual
Pets: wants two dogs
Income: N/A while in school

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Creative Intelligent Social Anxious

Loyal Tidy Minimalist

Goals
Establishing meaningful connections
Doing creative work and being recognized for it
Living a life of productivity supplemented by technology
Learning and exploring as much as possible
Traveling while budgeting wisely

Frustrations
Shallow, meaningless communication
Simplified perceptions that guide most interactions
Being approached aggressively by people in both digital and
real settings 
The lack of digital social tools that truly encourage connection
and which reward curiosity about the entirety of a person's
being
Narrow definitions of relationshipsr, mostly because of the
stressful expectations they set. 
Personal Inattentiveness (hyper-aware of this and working on it)

Bio
Elizabeth is a 23-year-old graduate student at the University of
Texas at Austin. She spent the past summer traveling cheaply
throughout Europe with her two best female friends from
childhood. Those friends are both in committed relationships (one
is married) so Elizabeth became more invested in structured
matchmaking methods after spending time with them on the trip.
Otherwise, she generally treasures her personal time and she lets
plans find her. They almost always do since Elizabeth maintains
several reliable friendships and many casual acquaintances. She
started graduate school in the fall upon her return from Europe.
This was always a part of her plan, and the summer trip was a
reward. 

In the interest of being methodical about romance, Elizabeth
downloaded several dating apps just when her life got busy again.
She is generally finding both her match options and her messaging
queues within these apps to be exhausting, awkward, creatively
draining, and frequently offensive. 

Elizabeth will only pay attention to any app for a short time on a
daily basis before feeling anxious about how she isn't being. She'll
go for a walk to clear her head, but knowing she has messages
that require responding or ignoring makes her feel tethered to her
device.

As an aspiring writer and artist, Elizabeth wants her mind to be
clear and for her interactions to be purposeful. When she gives too
much of her time to apps and text messaging, she feels
overwhelmed. It all feels like clutter to her. She never checks
Facebook, but she tweets often because she is able to find
meaningful interactions with other creatives in that curated digital
space.

Elizabeth trusts few but she is hugely giving and loyal once that
bond is established. Her closest friends and family influence
everything from her purchase decisions to how she allocates her
time. She is always open to a book or movie recommendation from
someone with whom she has established a real connection. This
almost always isn't the case with people she meets online, and the
dissonance there leaves much to be desired.

Motivations
Adventure

Curiosity

Ambition

Growth

Career Advancement

Social Connections

Creativity

Simplicity

Helping Others

Relaxation

Brands
A collection or list of the user's favorite brands.

Preferred Channels
Traditional Ads

Online & Social Media

Referrals from Loved Ones


